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INDUSTRIAL HAND
CLEANER

FINGERTENS BLUE

FINGERTENS BLUE is a heavy-duty, gel hand cleaner that combines the
mechanical action of micro fine particles, with a powerful but mild cleaning
base to safely remove most stubborn industrial soils. FINGERTENS BLUE
removes oil, grease, fresh paint, bitumen, vegetable and animal fats, resinous
materials, printing ink (including process blue and warm red), cutting oils,
cement, mortar, plaster, glues and paste adhesives. Most suitable for greasy
through to dry soils. Real strength and built in scrubber for engineers, motor
mechanics etc.

Product code:

Pack Size:
500 mL Bottle

blu500
Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

1 L Bottle

blu001

Each bottle comes
pack with a suitable
pump

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

4 L Bottle

blu004

apwd04

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

5 L Bottle

blu005

dhp020v

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

20 L Drum

blu020

dhp020v

3

https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-blue-heavy-duty-hand-cleaner-500-ml-bottles-blu500/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-blue-heavy-duty-hand-cleaner-1-litre-bottles-with-pump-blu001/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-blue-heavy-duty-hand-cleaner-4-litre-bottles-blu004/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-blue-heavy-duty-hand-cleaner-5-litre-bottles-blu005/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-blue-heavy-duty-hand-cleaner-20-litre-drum-blu020/


INDUSTRIAL HAND
CLEANER

FINGERTENS PAINT PEELER

Suitable for the spray painting and industrial painting industry, Paint Peeler is a
heavy-duty, low toxicity formulation for use on hands and other skin areas to
effectively remove two pack epoxies, urethane, silicone, rubber, gasket
sealants, epoxy resins, polyester and vinyl ester resins, most polymers,
adhesives, acrylics and many other paints, resins and sealants. Removes 2 pack
systems. Safe to use, leaves no residue.

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

pai005

Each bottle come
with a dhp005v
pump to suit

5 L Bottle

FINGERTENS SOLVENT FREE

Fingertens Solvent Free is a medium to heavy duty hand cleaner. Totally solvent
free and water based, it dissolves and removes ingrained dirt, grease, oil,
carbon and many other industrial soils.
Containing emollients and skin conditioners, it is kind to most skin types,
leaving it clean and refreshed.
Contains an inert, mild, skin compatible abrasive

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

4 L Bottles

fsf004

apwd04

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

20 L Drum

fsf020

dhp020v
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-paint-peeler-hand-cleaner-5-litre-pai005/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-solvent-free-hand-cleaner-4-litre-fsf004/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-solvent-free-hand-cleaner-20-litre-fsf020/


Product code:

Pack Size:
500 mL Bottle

pea500
Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

1 L Bottle

pea001

Each bottle comes
pack with a suitable
pump

Fingertens Pearl is a light-duty soap, suitable for all dispenser styles and has a
pleasant, floral scent, lathers easily and rinses freely from the skin.

Fingertens Pearl is designed for general hygiene areas in restaurants, clubs,
industrial and institutional washrooms, etc.

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

5 L Bottles

pea005

dhp005v

HAND & BODY WASH

FINGERTENS PEARL

5

https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-pearl-hand-and-body-wash-500-ml-bottle-pea500/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-pearl-hand-and-body-wash-1-l-pump-pack-pea001/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-pearl-hand-and-body-wash-5-litre-pea005/


Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

1 L Bottles

cle001

Each bottle comes
pack with a suitable
pump

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

4 L Bottle

cle004

apwd04

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

5 L Bottles

cle005

dhp005v

HAND & BODY WASH

FINGERTENS CLEAR

Fast acting and infused with numerous skin conditioners, Fingertens Clear is a
free flowing easily dispensed cleaner. With an advanced surfactant system
Fingertens Clear is mild enough to use regularly, even as an all over body wash,
and is powerful enough to remove heavy grease, grime, and other soils from
the skin.

Fingertens Clear removes the toughest grime without abrasives and without
leaving any film or residue on the skin.

Fingertens Clear easily rinses clean with water. It is the Ideal hand cleaner for
process workers, warehouse personnel, transport workers and drivers, tyre
fitters and rubber workers, greenkeepers, gardeners, arborists etc.

6

https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-clear-all-purpose-hand-cleaner-1-l-pump-pack-cle001/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-clear-all-purpose-hand-cleaner-4-l-cle004/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-clear-all-purpose-hand-cleaner-5-l-cle005/


Helps protect your hands from the ill effects of many industrial soils, solvents
and solvent based materials. Fast drying, Fingertens Solvent Resistant Barrier
Cream gives hands a secure non-oily, dry protective film. The emollients keep
the hands soft and pliable, with a smooth feel, without being sticky or slippery.
It contains no silicone and will not transfer to work surfaces.

Fingertens Solvent Resistant Barrier Cream minimises intimate contact with
soils and irritants with skin, thereby reducing their impact and reducing
penetration. This allows for easier removal with a milder hand cleaner.

Use wherever incidental contact with solvents, glues, bitumen is possible.
Wherever prolonged exposure to irritant materials is expected, protective
clothing should be used with Fingertens Solvent Resistant Barrier Cream
applied underneath and to all areas of exposed skin.

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

1 L Bottles

sol001

Each bottle comes
pack with a suitable
pump

HAND CARE

FINGERTENS SOLVENT 
RESISTANT BARRIER CREAM

7

https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-solvent-resistant-barrier-cream-1-litre-bottles-sol001/


FINGERTENS HAND SANITISER

HAND CARE

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

1 L Bottles

hnd001

Each bottle comes
pack with a suitable
pump

Product code:

Pack Size:

Dispenser to suit:

5 L Bottle

hnd005

dhp005v

Fingertens Hand Sanitiser is non-greasy and has built-in skin conditioners to
help prevent the drying effects of ethyl alcohol.

Fingertens Hand Sanitiser is an alcohol based, gel sanitiser, to clean, sanitise
and refresh the skin. It should be used regularly when water based soaps are
not available. 

Fingertens Hand Sanitiser is easy to apply, effective, comfortable and quick
drying to allow a fast return to normal activities.
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-hand-sanitiser-1-l-pump-pack-hnd001/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-fingertens-hand-sanitiser-5-l-bottle-hnd005/


WALL MOUNTED 
TO SUIT 4L BOTTLE

Product code:
apwd04

4 Litre wall mounted dispenser, suits all 4 litre
pack sizes including our hand cleaners with grit,

Fingertens Blue and Fingertens Solvent Free.

DISPENSERS

Product code:
gritdisp

The Grit Master hand cleaner dispenser is the
most reliable grit hand cleaner dispenser on the

market. Perfect for a high traffic wash room. If
your looking for a indestructible dispenser that

can handle the day to day rigors of an industrial
environment this is the dispenser for you. This

dispenser is suitable for all our 4 litre pack sizes.

LIQUID SOAP DISPENSER

Product code:
lsd001

1-Litre liquid soap dispenser.
 

Suitable for all liquid soaps.
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-grit-master-dispenser-suit-4-ltr-bottle-gritdisp/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-4-litre-wall-mounted-dispenser-apwd04/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-1-litre-liquid-soap-dispenser-lsd001/


HAND PUMPS

Product code:

Dispenser to suit:

dhp020v

20 L Drums

Product code:

Dispenser to suit:

dhp005v

5 L Bottles

DISPENSERS

WALL RACK TO SUIT 1 L
BOTTLE

Product code:

Rack to suit:

wb001

All 1 L Pump Packs
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-15ml-dose-hand-pump-to-suit-20-litre-drum-with-58mm-cap-dhp020v/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-15ml-dose-hand-pump-to-suit-5-litre-jerrycan-with-38mm-cap-dhp005v/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-wall-rack-to-suit-1ltr-bottle-wb001/


A high-grade surfactant system that is diluted 4:1 with water for most
applications. It is a non caustic, non DG water based degreaser, with quick
break properties for easy oil separation and low foam for easy rinsing.

Suitable for use in hot or cold water pressure cleaners, immersion tanks or for
application by brush. It can be used on most surfaces not affected by water and
is safe on paint work.

Extremely versatile.

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

xst020

WATER BASED
DEGREASER

X-STREAM

X-STREAM PLUS

This is the same formula as X-Stream Waater Based Degreaser with 4% caustic
added for extra strength and quick break properties for easy oil separation, this
is a low foam product for easy rinsing.

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

xstp020
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-x-stream-water-based-degreaser-20l-drum-xst020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-x-stream-plus-water-based-degreaser-extra-bite-20-litre-xstp20/


THE DEGREASER is a biodegradable, hard surface cleaner with unlimited
applications.

THE DEGREASER has been built as a concentrated, quick break formula, that is
safe to use on most surfaces.

THE DEGREASER is a powerful, low cost product, ideal for all workshops.

WATER BASED
DEGREASER

THE DEGREASER

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

a-tde020
Product code:

Pack Size:
205 L Drum

a-tde205

Product code:

Pack Size:
1000 L Bulk Tank

a-tde1000
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-the-degreaser-water-based-degreaser-20-litre-drum-a-tde020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-the-degreaser-water-based-degreaser-205-litre-drum-a-tde205/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-the-degreaser-water-based-degreaser-1000-litre-ibc-a-tde1000/


Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

gre020

A concentrated solvent degreaser for the rapid removal of grease, carbon, oil
and tar from engines, machine parts, motorbikes, lawn mowers, turbines, tools,
lathes, work benches, floors and walls, driveways and boat bilges.

It is safe to use on metals including aluminium and can be used as an
immersion degreaser. Classified as non flammable, it is indispensable for
maintenance and repair work.

SOLVENT BASED
DEGREASER

GREASE RID
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-grease-rid-solvent-based-degreaser-20l-drum-gre020/


DESOLVE is a heavy-duty solvent degreaser that combines solvents and wetting
agents together to create a product that quickly and effectively removes all
types of oil, carbon, grease, black jack, road film and heavy industrial grime.

SOLVENT BASED
DEGREASER

DESOLVE

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

a-dsl020
Product code:

Pack Size:
205 L Drum

a-dsl205

Product code:

Pack Size:
1000 L Bulk Tank

a-dsl1000
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-desolve-solvent-based-degreaser-20-litre-drum-a-dsl020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-desolve-solvent-based-degreaser-205-litre-drum-a-dsl205/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-desolve-solvent-based-degreaser-1000-litre-ibc-a-dsl1000/


Top Floor is a highly concentrated non-caustic hard surface floor cleaner.
Suitable for use in automatic floor scrubbers, by mop and bucket application or
spray and wipe spot cleaning. Top Floor is ideal for cleaning painted, smooth
concrete and other hard surface workshop floors. With the exceptional
performance of a synergistic blend of wetting agents, solvents and buffered
alkalis.

Top Floor is strong enough to clean the greasiest floors but remains safe to use
around workshop equipment such as hoists and pallet racking without
affecting paintwork or promoting corrosion. A much safer alternative than
highly alkaline caustic floor cleaners. Top Floor is a safe, versatile and
economical performer.

FLOOR CLEANERS

TOP FLOOR

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

top020
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-top-floor-hard-surface-floor-cleaner-20-l-top020/


A versatile, heavy duty, fast acting, liquid floor cleaner for raw concrete, quarry
tile, ceramic tile, bricks, and floors painted with a 2 pack system. Dilute before
using on vinyl flooring to strip wax. Effective for mineral greases and oils as well
as food fats and grime. 

Use with mop and bucket or scrubbing brush and hose.

FLOOR CLEANERS

FLOOR POWER

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

fpo020

ULTRACRETE

A powdered floor cleaner to remove oil, grease and other tenacious soils from
workshops, garage floors, driveways, parking lots etc. Also suitable for cleaning
brick paving and tiled surfaces. Use a mop and bucket or scrubbing brush and
hose.

Because Ultracrete is a powder and contains no water, it has the distinct
advantage of being applied neat to particularly dirty patches. The powder is
then activated by using minimal water and scrubbing. The remainder of the
floor can then be washed by adding additional water and scrubbing with a yard
broom to evenly spread the solution.

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 kg Pail

ult020
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-floor-power-heavy-duty-floor-cleaner-20-l-drum-fpo020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-ultracrete-heavy-duty-powdered-floor-cleaner-20-kg-ult020/


A concentrated and superior liquid detergent for hand dishwashing and
general cleaning.

High foam with excellent grease cutting power and free rinsing properties.
Mild on hands, this versatile detergent has 1000’s of uses. Can be used on most
surfaces and items not affected by water. Use in the kitchen, laundry and
bathroom. If water can clean it then Hi-Suds will clean it faster, better and with
less effort. 

Note: This is a concentrated product. Overuse is wasteful.

GENERAL CLEANING
CHEMICALS

HI SUDS DETERGENT

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

his020
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-hi-suds-detergent-20-litre-plastic-drum-his020/


A commercial grade disinfectant detergent designed to disinfect and deodorise
in one operation.

Containing 3% Quaternary Ammonium Compound as disinfectant and a more
than adequate level of Pine oil, Sanifresh is ideal for disinfecting contact
surfaces such as counter tops, food preparation areas, door knobs and any
hard surface.

For a streak free finish with a fresh scent use at the rate of 100 ml / 10 litre
bucket of water on tiled surfaces, finished timber or cork, and linoleum. Simply
mop and air dry

GENERAL CLEANING
CHEMICALS

SANIFRESH PINE
DISINFECTANT

Product code:

Pack Size:
5 L Bottles

sanp005
Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

sanp020

PURE WHITE BLEACH

Un-perfumed pure bleach without any additives. 4% active chlorine. Use for
bleaching, cleaning, deodorising, and as a sanitising agent. Suitable for use in
kitchen, laundry, bathroom and toilet areas. Restores the color of concrete and
grout affected by mold and algae.

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

pur020
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-sanifresh-disinfectant-5-l-bottle-pine-fragrance-contains-quaternary-ammonium-compounds-30-percent-w-v-sanp005/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-sanifresh-disinfectant-20-l-drum-pine-fragrance-contains-quaternary-ammonium-compounds-30-percent-w-v-sanp020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-pure-white-bleach-4-percent-chlorine-20-litre-pur020/


Specially formulated to remove the various soils generally encountered in the
workplace CLEAN-IT is a non aggressive but effective and versatile cleaner with
unsurpassed clear rinsing properties.

By using the correct dilution, CLEAN-IT can be used on all hard and soft
surfaces not affected by water, including glass, making it the preferred multi
purpose cleaner for use on painted and other finished surfaces.

It's versatility allows it to double very effectively as a truck wash, pressure wash
detergent and machine floor cleaner. Biodegradable.

GENERAL CLEANING
CHEMICALS

CLEAN-IT 
MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER 

Pack Size: Pack Size:

Product code:

20 L Drum

cln020
Product code:

205 L Drum

cln205

Product code:

Pack Size:
1000 L Bulk Tank

cln1000
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-clean-it-multi-purpose-concentrate-20-litre-drum-cln020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-clean-it-multi-purpose-concentrate-205-litre-drum-cln205/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-clean-it-multi-purpose-concentrate-1000-litre-ibc-cln1000/


Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

tyr020

NO-SIL
SILICONE FREE TYRE SHINE

A “SILICONE BASED”, spray on tyre shine that gives tyres a clean, durable, glossy
and brilliant wet look. Provides a long lasting shine that keeps your tyres
looking new longer. Easily covers scuff marks and abrasions.

Classified non flammable. Not recommended wherever vehicle painting is
carried out

TRANSPORT

TYRE SHINE

A “SILICONE FREE” formula for use on tyres and car interiors. Suitable for use
on rubber, vinyl, plastic, stainless steel and other metal surfaces. Easily
removed by washing with detergent. Does NOT affect paint preparation for
panel shops and spray painters. 

Perfect for restoring tyres to a black, deep sheen. Gives that new, quality finish
without looking artificial or cheap.

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

nos020
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-tyre-shine-with-silicone-20-litre-tyr020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-no-sil-silicone-free-tyre-shine-20-litre-nos020/


A concentrated liquid detergent for removing dirt, oil and road grime from cars,
trucks, earthmoving equipment and farm machinery.

Free rinsing and non-streaking. With a pH of 8.0 - 8.5, Truck Wash is non caustic
and non acid, making it safe on all surfaces and paint types.

TRANSPORT

TRUCK WASH

Product code:

Pack Size:
20 L Drum

tru020

BIG-T TRUCK WASH

Pack Size: Pack Size:

Product code:

20 L Drum

a-big020
Product code:

205 L Drum

a-big205

Product code:

Pack Size:
1000 L Bulk Tank

a-big1000

BIG T is a concentrated, commercial truck shampoo with excellent grime and
TFR (Traffic Film Removal) ability.

It provides a streak-free finish and removes all traces of road film, bugs, dirt,
grime and gas stains, with minimal agitation necessary. BIG T is a heavy-duty
cleaner that remains gentle to paint work.
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/fingertens-truckwash-removes-oil-dirt-and-grime-20-litre-tru020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-big-t-truck-wash-20l-drum-a-big020/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-big-t-truck-wash-205l-drum-a-big205/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/all-pro-big-t-truck-wash-1000l-ibc-a-big1000/


Product code:

Packs Per Carton:
80m x 16 Rolls

0080g

The Duro roll towel offers fast
absorption and versatility, and is a
perfect fit for your hospitality venue,
cleaning business or healthcare facility.
It is manufactured in Australia with care
from quality materials, giving it top-
notch dependability. This variety is
compatible with the DRT paper towel
dispensers.

CENTRE FEED TOWEL

PAPER PRODUCTS

ROLL TOWEL

Product code:

Packs Per Carton:
320m x 19cm x 16 Rolls

3219cw

The highly absorbent centrefeed towel
from Caprice is a wise choice for your
workplace or commercial facility. At 320
metres, it’s a long-lasting, economical
option that’s ready for the demands of
high-traffic environments. This
centrefeed towel is compatible with the
DCF dispenser.

Product code:

Suitable For:
3219cw Centre Feed Towel

DCF
Product code:

Suitable For:
0080g Roll Towel

DRT

PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/misc-duro-roll-towel-80-metre-x-16-rolls-0080g/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/paper-caprice-centrefeed-towel-320-metre-x-19cm-x-6-rolls-3219cw/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-caprice-centrefeed-towel-dispenser-abs-plastic-dcf/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/dispensers-caprice-roll-towel-dispenser-metal-drt/


Product code:

Packs Per Carton:
300m x 8 Rolls

300v

The Duro Jumbo Toilet Paper Roll is 300
metres in length and is a comfortable,
practical and simple hygiene solution
for high-volume washrooms. The Jumbo
Roll is two ply for comfort and long-
lasting versatility.

PAPER PRODUCTS

JUMBO ROLL

DURO TOILET PAPER

Product code:

Packs Per Carton:
400 Sheets x 48 Rolls

400v

The individually wrapped Duro Toilet
Paper Rolls with 400 comfortable 2 ply
sheets are a stylish and economical
option for busy washrooms.
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/paper-duro-jumbo-toilet-paper-roll-300-metre-x-8-rolls-300v/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/paper-duro-toilet-paper-roll-400-sheet-individually-wrapped-x-48-rolls-400v/


PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT (PPE)

NITRILE GLOVES

SAFETY GLASSES CLEAR LENS

Product code:

Units Per Pack:
12 Pairs

bsg21

Polycarbonate lens with anti-scratch
hardcoat surface
Medium Impact rated
UV 400 rated for 100% UV protection
Optional Smoke tint for increased glare
reduction
Individual hangsell packs
Retail display boxes of 12 pairs
Australian Standard - AS/NZS 1337.1:2010
Lic. No: SMK1502

EAR PLUGS

Due to supply chain issues the brand of
gloves we stock can differ from time to
time. Please contact us on 1300 855 273
for details on the product we currently
stock.

Product code:

Pack Size:
10 x 100 Gloves

Varies

Product code:

Pack Size:
Uncorder 200 Pairs

bep5212
Product code:

Pack Size:
Corder 100 Pairs

bep5312
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https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/bastion-safety-glasses-clear-lens-12-pairs-per-pack-bsg21/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/categories/ppe-safety/disposable-nitrile-gloves/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/bastion-bastion-pu-foam-earplugs-class-5-orange-uncorded-box-200-pairs-bep5212/
https://www.fingertens.com.au/products/bastion-bastion-pu-foam-earplugs-class-5-orange-corded-box-100-pairs-bep5312/

